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The shot that is missed most often in pistol shooting is the very first shot of a string of fire. 

One of the best ways to correct this is to make first shots the majority of your practice. 

For this drill, take any large target at your range and turn it over. Make six dots about 3 inches 

in diameter on it, spaced roughly evenly apart. If your range carries the bright orange Tar-dots, 

those are ideal but a magic marker works fine, too. You will also need a magic marker for later 

in the drill. This drill consists of 48 rounds total. 

 

1) Starting with pistol aimed at the bottom of target, fire 1 shot on upper left dot. Return 

to the bottom of target. Decock, if your pistol has a decocker. Repeat five more times 

for a total of six shots. Starting position for each shot is aimed at the base of the target 

and you will fire only one shot each time. 

2) Starting with pistol at a compressed ready, fire 1 shot on upper right dot. Return to 

compressed ready each time. Decock after every shot, if your pistol has a decocker. 

Repeat five more times for a total of six shots. Starting position for each shot is 

compressed ready. 

3) Starting with pistol aimed at bottom of target, fire 1 shot on middle left dot, then one 

shot on middle right dot. Return to bottom of target. Decock, if your pistol has a 

decocker. Repeat twice more for a total of three shots on each dot. Starting position for 

each string is aimed at the base of the target. 

4) Starting with pistol aimed at bottom of target, fire 1 shot on middle right dot, then one 

shot on middle left dot. You are moving in the opposite direction from String 3. Return 

to bottom of target. Decock, if your pistol has a decocker. Repeat twice more for a total 

of three shots on each dot. Start position each time is aimed at the base of the target. 

5) Starting with pistol at compressed ready, fire 1 shot on bottom left dot, then one shot 

on bottom right dot. Return to compressed ready. Decock, if your pistol has a decocker. 

Repeat twice more for a total of three shots on each dot. Starting position for each 

string is compressed ready. 

6) Starting with pistol at compressed ready, fire 1 shot on bottom right dot, then one shot 

on bottom left dot. You are moving in the opposite direction from String 5. Return to 

compressed ready. Decock, if your pistol has a decocker. Repeat twice more for a total 

of three shots on each dot. Starting position for each string is compressed ready. 

7) Mark all the hits on your target with a magic marker. 

8) On the dot where you had the least hits, i.e., your group was the largest/worst, fire six 

individual aimed shots, resting between each shot. 

9) On the next worst dot, fire a six shot slow fire group as one string of fire. That concludes 

the drill. 

You will find that your marksmanship improves much faster when you concentrate on your 

first shot and you can tell where each shot goes.  


